1. He was in such a hurry at the store, he didn’t have _____ to buy any _____.
   (time/thyme)
2. _____ train isn’t supposed to arrive for another _____.
   (our/hour)
3. The pilot dropped his clothes _____ in the airplane _____.
   (hanger/hangar)
4. The _____ flew over a vast _____.
   (plane/plain)
5. He used two _____ of water to polish off his _____ stones.
   (quarts/quartz)
6. I always _____ with my _____ hand.
   (write/right)
7. I can’t _____ the letter informing that I’ve been _____.
   (find/fined)
8. The _____ was _____ from ever playing there again.
   (band/banned)
9. He _____ his eyes out when he went _____.
   (bawled/bald)
10. She said she knew how to play the ______, but I think she was a______.
    (lyre/liar)